
We really shouldn’t be telling you 
this.... 
 

CEO, Karri Hillier has been busy developing and delivering training 
on NQS 1  Program and Practice over the past few months, visiting 
Port Hedland in September and Karratha in November.  General 
and regional managers from central services will attend this training 
in Perth in November. Once trained, they will roll this approach out 
in all their services. This training is centred around the key person 
approach which will be introduced into all services as soon as 
possible.  

So, what is the key person approach and why is it so important?  
Good questions! The key person approach was first used in the UK in 
1994, and is primarily aimed at children in childcare, under the age 
of three.  We know that children form close attachments from a very 
young age, and that when they feel comfortable and safe, they learn 
better.  Research has shown that children who feel insecure, play and 
explore less, and have more difficulty with peer relationships.

A key person is someone a child can relate to in a special way and 
who parents can go to, to talk about their child. The key person 
will observe their child closely, identifying their wants, needs and 
interests and act on these.  Children will be assigned a key person 
when they are enrolled in a service.  Key persons will be displayed on 
noticeboards in all the rooms, with pictures of which children they 
are responsible for.

A child’s key person will be responsible for creating a portfolio for 
each of their assigned children, highlighting milestones reached, 
special moments and photos.  At the end of each year, this portfolio 
will be presented to parents as a wonderful memory for them to 
keep.

We are very excited to see this approach being taught and adopted 
in our services. We know that children will thrive with a dedicated 
educator looking out for them.  

NOVEMBER

4 Diwali
11 Remembrance Day
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15-22 Australian Food  
 Safety Week
16 International Day for  
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 Day
25 White Ribbon Day
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10 Human Rights Day
24 Christmas Eve
25 Christmas Day
26 Boxing Day
31 New Years Eve

JANUARY

1 New Years Day
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26 Tandanya Survival  
 Day
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CEO

This is the last CEO BackChat article for 2021. 
What a year it has been. For this article I’d like 
to tell you about something I have not been 
able to get right. Perhaps even get some 
advice from you.

Originally, CEO BackChat was a series of short 
videos that I posted once a month via the CEO 
blog. I wanted to connect with the services and 
hear everyone’s thoughts about leadership and 
about One Tree. Unfortunately, it didn’t work. 
A few staff commented, and I was so excited. 
But unfortunately, not many. Then we created 
the On the Bus Newsletter and so I decided to 
write an article titled CEO BackChat. The idea 
was to include my email address and hope to 
get feedback. It didn’t work.  

Feedback is so important as a leader. It’s 
difficult to improve if no-one gives you 
feedback about what you are doing or how the 
organisation is going. 

I’ve been thinking about this and researching 
what prevents staff from providing feedback or 
engaging with managers (or in this case…me) 
in a meaningful way. This is what I discovered 
and it’s not pretty. 

It’s important to create a safe environment 

Colleagues who don’t feel safe won’t 
give honest feedback. They fear negative 
repercussions. How can I, or you if you’re 
a manager or leader (so us) encourage 
feedback? Do you think being curious and 
coming from a place of realising that others 
have useful things for us to learn would help? 
I don’t know about you, but honestly, I have 
never met someone I haven’t been able to 
learn something from. 

I wonder if people don’t feel safe to give 
feedback, would acknowledging our own 
weaknesses or mistakes help others to be 
willing to be more open? 

backchat

Learn from positive and negative 
feedback 

I must admit, I tend to focus more on the 
negative feedback rather than the positive. I 
want to know the ‘bad stuff’ so I can make it 
right. It’s true, I like hearing, ‘Hey, you’ve done 
a great job!’ It feels good. But it doesn’t tell 
me what I am specifically doing well, so that I 
know to keep doing this.  

Really listening 

I also wonder when people do give me 
feedback if they feel that I am really listening. 
Could it be that I appear distracted? Or, 
worse still, do I defend myself and my 
position? These are hard questions because if 
I am defensive or argue about what someone 
is trying to tell me, it’s less likely they will offer 
feedback at another time.  

Some of the information I found said being 
specific when asking for feedback was 
critical. Rather than asking, ‘What feedback 
can you give me?’, ask, ‘How often do I 
interrupt people in meetings?’ 

Reactions

One thing I’ve noticed about myself is the 
feelings that I experience when receiving 
feedback. Depending on what I am hearing 
(or reading) I could feel happy, confused or 
frustrated. If I ask for feedback, or someone 
kindly offers it and are brave enough to share, 
do I need to manage my feelings better 
than I am? If what I am hearing has me 
feeling anger … where is this coming from? Is 
there something I don’t want to accept? My 
biggest concern is that I may have reacted in 
a way that would hinder any future feedback 
that may help me to improve. 
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Be grateful

I am so grateful working at One Tree. I know that 
when someone gives me feedback, it comes from 
a place of really wanting to make a difference. 
Everyone I work with are such wonderful people. 
I sometimes wonder if I say thank you enough. 
Possibly not.  

Reflecting

When I am lucky enough to receive feedback, I do 
think about what I can learn. I might disagree with 
another person’s view of me or what I am doing but 
my goal is to learn. Do I ever try and justify myself or 
‘correct’ the other person? Given I want to continue 
to get feedback this would not be positive.

Act

I wonder if people don’t give feedback because they 
don’t believe they will see results. Based on what I 
have researched it seems that it is important to:

• create a safe environment;

• ask and learn from both negative and positive 
feedback;

• really listen and ask the right questions;

• react appropriately;

• show gratitude; 

• reflect; and finally

• act. 

There is a lot to consider to get the maximum 
learning from feedback. If I asked you what would 
be one think that I could improve and one thing I do 
well (that I should keep doing) what would you say?

Here’s the deal. If you tell me, I’ll do the same for you. 
Here’s my email: karri.hillier@onetree.org.au   

Let’s learn together. 

Karri Hillier
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In Victoria and New South 
Wales, vaccinations for 
early childhood workers 
have become mandatory. 
We understand that it’s a 
personal choice to vaccinate 
or not. We will always try 
to respect your personal 
choices as much as we can. 
However, we also must 
respect the law under which 
we operate. 

It is the law that you must 
have a vaccination or a 
medical exemption to work 
in early childhood in Victoria 
and New South Wales. It is 
likely other states will follow.

Once the law comes into 
effect you won’t be able to 
attend work if you are not 
vaccinated by a certain date 
(check state government 
websites for dates). One Tree 
does not have control over 
legal decisions and the law. 

If you’re not able to meet the 
vaccination deadlines, please 
contact the emergency 
management team at 
emt@onetree.orga.au

NO 
OFFENCE 

BUT

Every day the EduTribe community grows as more educators join 
our tribe. We love seeing our community download, use and watch 
the resources and webinars we create. We are proud to give back 
to early education professionals who do so much for Australian 
families. 

Currently, we are facing a sector-wide staffing crisis. Like all other 
challenges we face, we are determined to turn this challenge 
into a possibility. We are building an accessible, transparent, 
and supportive recruitment company for One Tree and other 
organisations to use. 

EduTribe will provide two services:
EduTribe Connect: an app connecting employers with educators 
allowing them to make job bookings directly with educators. 

EduTribe Employ: a bespoke recruitment service that uses our 
unique strengths. EduTribe Employ will help service providers, 
including One Tree, with relief staffing for remote locations and 
recruitment for metropolitan areas. Our experience in remote 
locations and as a not-for-profit childcare provider for 47 years gives 
us the confidence to deliver this service.

Our very own EduTribe app is currently in development. Educators 
will use the app to find resources, get access to free professional 
training and find jobs. Service providers will use the app to list 
available jobs and connect with preferred educators. 
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EDUTRIBE
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We think you’re all incredible  We know 
that the last few months haven’t been 
easy, especially for our staff working in 
New South Wales and Victoria. From 
long lockdowns to dealing with stressed 
parents, changes to the fee structures, 
vaccinations and so much more. We 
understand that you have all been under 
immense pressure. 

As we start to see a light at the end of the 
tunnel, we’d like to offer a big One Tree 
thank you to all our staff. 

To our educators, room leaders and 
directors across Australia you consistently 
amaze us with the programs you create 
and the services you deliver. We’d like to 
offer a very special thank you to those who 
work in New South Wales and Victoria. Your 
commitment to families, children, and your 
communities has been nothing short of 
incredible.

We’d like to thank our Melbourne office 
team for their amazing efforts. We 
know that working from home during 
a lockdown can be extremely difficult, 
especially with family pressures and home-
schooling. We see all that you do, achieve, 
and make possible. 

To our central staff, your flexibility and 
support for our friends in Melbourne has 
not gone unnoticed. We’d like to give 
the fees and enrolments team a special 
mention. Rapid changes to rules, fees and 
subsidies have made your jobs difficult. 
Thank you for going above and beyond for 
services and families. 

Lastly, a very special shout out to our 
executive team who have been there for 

Spotlight on...

LOYALTY REWARDS 
PROGRAM

Cameron, Lisa
Herbst, Henriette
Norvill, Elsa
Mulholland, Sharon
Cooper, Remi
Aranda, Marilyn
Kress (Addari), Simona
Vallis, Renee
Esguerra, Roseley
Edwards, Michelle
Rimal, Swikriti
Bombaci, Christina

YEAR ANNIVERSARIES
ACCESS TO ADDITIONAL SICK LEAVE*

 *Please read the MC-POL-004 On the Bus Loyalty   
  Program Policy for details.

Rautman, Amelia
Lucas, Linda
Ihanimo, Miranda
Margetts, Deborah
Nguyen, Thi Be Thom
Lim, Lee Peing
Daramola, Folukemi
Nikitas, Thyron
Crossfield, Laura
Portogallo, Chelsea
Archibald, Rachel
Spiteri (Howe), Carlee
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YEAR ANNIVERSARIES
THREE DAYS EXTRA ANNUAL LEAVE 
EACH YEAR*
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YEAR ANNIVERSARIES
36,000 FREQUENT FLYER POINTS*6

YEAR ANNIVERSARIES
50,000 FREQUENT FLYER POINTS*10

List of staff...

Gentely, Naomi
Tapper, Jhay’dan
Twaddle, Sam
Iezzi-Gikovski, Tania
McCann, Lauren

Thar, Sunisa
Baum, Tayla
Edwards, Cassandra
Vranjesevic, Ljubica

every trial and every triumph. Your support and 
guidance means the world.

As the year draws to a close, we’ll be looking 
forward to more time together in the new year. 
Thank you again for all your work. You all help to 
make One Tree the place to be.

Heaton, Danielle
D’Agui, Bryttany

None this quarter.
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Some of you will find good 
fortune by reading about our 
loyalty rewards program

Good fortune comes from
our loyalty rewards  program



Children’s Services
Name: Cathie Chapman  
Position: Acting Director at Tingira
Reason for nomination: Cathie has stepped into the acting role of director with 
ease and confidence. She has continued to lead the team through a number 
of tough and challenging times in the past few months, and her adaptability is 
admirable.  

Congratulations to this quarter’s riding upfront award winners and well done to all the people who were 
nominated. We acknowledge your hard work and dedication to One Tree.

Our riding upfront nominees and winners embody our culture. They are the people who make One Tree the 
place to be. 

Community services 
Name: Warren Grant-Vest  
Position: Yarralin Children’s Service Manager 
Reason for nomination: Warren has positively contributed to the Yarralin 
Community. He represents One Tree as a positive image. Warren also promotes 
healthy lifestyles within the community.

Administration
Name: Janine Poa   
Position: HR advisor Central
Reason for nomination: Janine is a superstar. She has been assisting both the 
Melbourne and Perth teams while Melbourne have been recruiting for maternity 
cover. This has meant that Janine has had to accommodate both Perth and 
Melbourne hours, as well as being the HR advisor for the whole organisation.
We have recently implemented a contract variation for a large number of staff, 
which has required a significant admin load. Janine has managed this process 
competently and efficiently, and I feel very confident knowing we having Janine’s 
expertise as a resource.

RIDING UPFRONT

And the winners 
are...

CHILDREN’S SERVICES:
Cathie Chapman, Tingira
Marissa Gilmour, Sunny Child 
Cassie James, Williams 
Cathy McClean, Wickham

COMMUNITY SERVICES:
Sarah Dingle 
Warren Grant-Vest, Yarralin
Risa Ristanovich 

ADMINISTRATION: 
Aaron Divitini 
Henriette Herbst 
Janine Poa 
Jacque Shaw

The nominees are...

awards
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DCU Kids Brigade was rated as 
Exceeding two NQS standards   
We’d like to congratulate Kerrie and the team at 
DCU Kid’s Brigade who recently completed their 
A&R process. They were awarded as ‘Exceeding’ 
in Quality Areas 5 and 6 with an overall rating of 
‘Meeting’.

The assessor was especially impressed by the 
commitment to inclusion. The Kid’s Brigade team 
work tirelessly to support all families especially 
those who have children with disabilities and high 
support needs. 

The director Kerrie has gone above and beyond. 
She reupholstered chairs, made cushion covers, 
table mats and resources. Sustainable practices 
and Aboriginal perspectives have been embedded 
into the service. There are up-cycling resources 
in the home corner and homemade orange 
spray and banana water for families to purchase. 
Phew! Absolutely amazing work by this team and 
director. 

WHAT’S BEEN HAPPENING

Some of you will find good 
fortune by reading about our 
loyalty rewards program
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Spring refresh at Pannawonica
Spring is in the air and the Pannawonica service 
has been refreshed with new paint, updated 
resources, and new furniture – including a place 
for staff to relax. The regional manager Jade, 
director Jasmine and the entire team have done 
an incredible job. Doesn’t it look beautiful? 

WHAT’S BEEN HAPPENING

Some of you will find good 
fortune by reading about our 
loyalty rewards program

Before upgrade

After upgrade
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The first of many FIFO induction days
As our FIFO program grows, we’re finding different 
ways to connect with recruits. Tracey Jones and 
the EduTribe team held their first FIFO induction 
session at Perth Central.  Helping the six new 
educators get ready for FIFO life in person was 
fantastic. There were lots of questions, discussions, 
cups of tea and new friendships formed. This was 
a huge success, and we’d like to officially welcome 
our newest FIFO recruits to One Tree. We’re 
looking forward to welcoming more educators 
soon. 

WHAT’S BEEN HAPPENING

Some of you will find good 
fortune by reading about our 
loyalty rewards program

A busy quarter of events for the RTO
The RTO team have been out and about meeting 
educators, students, and people from the sector. 
The team attended the careers expo at Governor 
Stirling High school in Perth to promote the 
School-Based Traineeship program for the 2022 
intake. 

In October, the team travelled from Perth to the 
Northern Territory where they set up a stall at the 
Little People Big Dreams conference. There were 
many connections, conversations and plenty of 
interest in the way that our RTO is supporting the 
sector. 

Onslow nominated in the business 
awards
Our newly expanded service, One Tree Onslow was 
nominated for some awards in its local community. 
It was nominated for the Community Business 
2021 and Onslow Business of the Year 2021 award. 
It was fantastic to see the Onslow team recognised 
for all the amazing work they do within their 
community. 

Celebrating National 
Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Children’s 
Day
Our services celebrated National 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Children’s Day across 
the country. Gurlu Gurlu Maya 
collaborated with the RAP team 
to create a movie reading of one 
of their favourite Indigenous 
stories ‘Crabbing with Dad’ by 
Paul Sedan. It was a lovely way 
to highlight the importance of 
supporting strong family and 
community connections and 
celebrate our children together 
with this year’s theme ‘proud in 
culture, strong in spirit’.
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A new mural for Wadeye 
The Wadeye Safe House received funding to plant 
native trees and paint a mural to make the space 
youth-friendly. The team ran an art competition 
that was judged by the female Traditional Owner. 
The winner was a 17-year-old female who has 
grown up in Wadeye. She won $200 to spend at 
the store. 

The mural was painted beneath the kitchen 
window by the winner, clients, and community 
members. Trees and plants were purchased from 
the local ranger group, it was a great opportunity 
to connect with the local Ranger group and 
reconnect youth with Country and land, which was 
fitting given this year’s NAIDOC theme was ‘Heal 
Country’.

A huge thank you to all the amazing Safe House 
staff who have helped with this project from its 
beginning to the end! 

WHAT’S BEEN HAPPENING

Some of you will find good 
fortune by reading about our 
loyalty rewards program

A pedagogical influencer joins Little Geckos
A new position has been created at DCU Little Geckos 
in the NT. We’re very excited to welcome Natalie 
Walker, who was formally an Inclusion Professional with 
ECA. She has accepted the position as a Pedagogical 
Influencer at DCU Little Geckos in the remote area of 
Katherine in the NT. 

Natalie will work alongside the Centre Manager to drive 
high quality programs and outcomes across the whole 
service. Plus, she’ll provide support, mentoring and 
guidance on quality education and care practices that 
support children’s wellbeing.

We believe this support will assist with embedding the 
policies and procedures that guide health and safety 
leading to a reduction in incidents and injuries at the 
service. Natalie will assist the educators to understand 
the importance of scanning while supervising and 
redirect unsatisfactory practices while providing 
mentoring to embed the correct practice and 
procedures. Welcome Natalie!
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Festive season break
Summer is in the air and Christmas decorations 
have landed in stores; do you know what that 
means?  It’s time to start planning your festive 
season break!  We’d like to confirm that both 
Central and Melbourne offices will be closed from 
the 17th of December until Tuesday the 4th of 
January. We hope you enjoy the time off with your 
loved ones (and we can’t wait to see the holiday 
snaps in the new year). 

WHAT’S BEEN HAPPENING

Some of you will find good 
fortune by reading about our 
loyalty rewards program

Trainee Maureen stars in a national 
campaign 
Our amazing trainee Maureen from South 
Hedland was filmed for a national campaign. The 
campaign is called Big Roles in Little Lives. It’s an 
initiative by the Early Learning and Care Council 
of Australia. The campaign has been running 
since early 2021 and aims to tell people about 
great careers and opportunities in early learning. 
One Tree is a part of the Big Roles In Little Lives 
campaign with some of the largest providers in 
Australia. 

We are so proud of Maureen for being brave 
enough to get in front of the camera. Your passion 
for the early years sector is inspiring! We have 
posted Maureen’s interview on the One Tree 
Facebook page. You can watch it there. 

Staff hours and pay 
increase
Did you know that One Tree has 
always paid above award wages? 
Plus, our full-time One Tree service 
staff were contracted to work 37.5 
hours a week. Yet, we paid them 
for 38 hours. 38 hours is a full-time 
week according to the Children’s 
Services Award.

We have recently asked full-time 
staff members to work 38 hours a 
week. And we made sure that each 
full-time staff member is paid for 
the additional half an hour.  We 
made this change so we could 
support services to meet ratios and 
have more non-contact time to 
plan each week. 

We’d like to offer more non-
contact time as soon as possible. 
This will coincide with a rollout of a 
new approach to NQS1. It will take 
some time. Please be patient with 
us as we organise this with your 
director.
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Since you asked...
Agony aunt Deidre Gumnut gives her advice.

Dear Deidre
I love the culture at work. We have so many 
great celebrations and special days, there is 
always a cake to share, a homemade treat to 
enjoy or 3 pm pick me up in the form of lollies 
- yum! Lately, one of my co-workers has started 
complaining about all the sugar and saying we 
should only have healthy sugar-free food. Can’t 
they just learn to say no? 

Signed, 

Sweet Tooth
Dear Sweet Tooth, 

I tried a sugar-free diet once. I removed all 
the sugary treats from my house one by one. 
Unfortunately, the treats were all so delicious 
that I had to restock the pantry so I could remove 
the sugar all over again. 

It sounds like we could be two peas in a pod 
(yuck, peas!) when it comes to treats. However, 
the thing is; work is like a box of chocolates, you 
never know who you’re going to get. Everybody 
has different tastes, likes and dislikes – that’s 
what makes life so sweet. Have you ever thought 
that your co-worker probably longs for carrot 
sticks, hummus, and green tea the same way 
you long for freshly baked choc chip cookies and 
a hot chocolate? 

Maybe the great sugar debate is less about one 
point of view versus another and more about 
balance. Perhaps you could meet in the middle. 
Why don’t you and your team get together 
to add one or two healthy things to each 
celebration? Then you can both have your cake 
and eat it too. 

 

Working from home three days a week has made my 
working week so much better and easier. I love it. I’m 
much more productive, focused and get so much 
more done. 

I want to work from home all the time, especially 
when I don’t have meetings. What’s the point of me 
travelling all the way to the office just to sit by myself, 
quietly do my work and try not to get distracted? 
Can’t I just have more flexibility?

From, 

Homeward Bound
Dear Homeward Bound, 

It’s great to hear that you’re productive at home. Who 
knew that working in our bathrobes and pyjamas 
would help people get more done? It boggles the 
mind. 

Your question reminds me of my Gran’s garden. She 
had an orange tree that she lovingly cared for every 
day. One day, she noticed the tree needed more 
space. So, she cleared the plants surrounding it and 
the branches spread out beautifully. Then, she cleared 
some more space and more again until the tree 
reached from corner to corner and was laden with 
heavy fruit. One day all the new growth was broken. 
Since then, my Gran’s favourite saying has been, “Try 
not to be too flexible, if you bend too much you can 
break”.

Have you thought about the things that might break 
if you work from home all the time? You’ll miss out 
on truly connecting with your co-workers. You’ll miss 
collaborating on great projects. You’ll miss out on 
learning from and teaching others. You’ll miss out 
on meeting new team members. You’ll miss out on 
all the little moments that make a team work well 
together. 

It sounds like your boss isn’t trying to make your job 
harder by making you work from the office for two 
days. It sounds like they’re making it 
better. 

If you have any work or life issues you would like advice about, please send these through to: 
Marketing@onetree.org.au. We look forward to hearing from anyone.

Click above if 
you enjoyed this 
newsletter 
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